STOP THE PRESSES: ANNOUNCING A REVOLUTION IN COLOR PRINTING
REVOLUTIONARY ADVANTAGES FOR HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL COLOR

WORLD-CLASS COLOR AT 80 PAGES PER MINUTE. DIGITAL PRODUCTIVITY THAT DOES AWAY WITH COSTLY, TIME-CONSUMING MAKE READY AND PRESS SETUP. COST-EFFECTIVE OUTPUT THAT MAKES COLOR AFFORDABLE FOR YOUR CLIENTS AND PROFITABLE FOR YOUR BUSINESS. THAT’S WHAT YOU CAN COUNT ON WITH THE BIZHUB PRESS C8000 – THE KONICA MINOLTA PROFESSIONAL THAT’S LEADING A REVOLUTION IN COLOR DIGITAL PRODUCTION PRINT.

Up to 4800 high-quality color pages per hour.

At 80 color pages per minute, the bizhub PRESS C8000 will raise your print production to the productivity level of presses costing far more. But speed is only part of the story. Speed plus color quality, image stability and heavyweight throughput – that’s a revolutionary combination of advantages to grow your business.

The bizhub PRESS C8000 is the color professional that commercial printers, print-for-pay facilities and corporate CRDs have been waiting for. It helps you meet tight deadlines by eliminating the need for special training and the complex setup, make-ready and plate-change operations required with offset printing. And its digital workflow can accommodate last-minute changes, web-to-print job ordering, variable data printing and cost-effective inline finishing.

The bizhub PRESS C8000 saves serious time and money – making high-quality color printing more affordable than ever before. Output is faster. Operation is simpler. Finishing is automatic. Reliability will keep you up and running. And color quality will keep your customers coming back for more.

Eco Vision 2050 is Konica Minolta’s commitment to protect the environment – saving energy; preserving resources; promoting recycling and reducing CO2 emissions by 20% in 2015 – and ultimately by 80% in 2050, to help sustain the environment for generations to come. Please visit our website to learn more about our environmental initiatives and our exclusive Clean Planet Program.

www.countonkonica_minolta.com
Count on Konica Minolta to lead the revolution.

In today’s highly competitive world, professionals need new ways to save money. Safeguard the environment. Offer innovative services. And respond to changing needs from corporate and commercial clients.

To protect the environment, we incorporate sophisticated green technologies in every product – lowering power consumption, offering energy-saving operating modes, producing high-yield toner bottles designed for easy recycling. We also reduce emissions, minimize pollutants and utilize recycled materials throughout our manufacturing.

Konica Minolta has also been developing new technologies to meet 21st-century realities. Our bizhub PRO equipment has led the way in digital production speed, quality and cost-efficiency. In the bizhub PRESS C8000, we’ve taken the next dramatic step – and given you a true color professional that works faster, smarter and better.

With purpose-built equipment that stands up to the most rigorous output demands, we’ve proven our commitment to the production print industry. Once you see the bizhub PRESS C8000 in action, you’ll understand how far we’ve come – and how valuable this revolutionary new digital press can be for your business.

What can the bizhub PRESS C8000 do for your business?

If you’re a commercial printer adapting to the realities of the digital era, you can count on the bizhub PRESS C8000 to get you where you want to go – breaking the cost barrier of legacy equipment while maintaining the color quality and throughput power that keeps you competitive.

For quick-printing locations, the bizhub PRESS C8000 offers cost-effective output, fast turnaround and simple on-board touch-screen control. And corporate CRDs, government printers and educational and healthcare applications will appreciate the wide range of paper handling, finishing options and color management tools that match the needs of any application.

Color presentations and reports. Corporate newsletters. Human resource documents. The bizhub PRESS C8000 does them all, even in small quantities that wouldn’t be economical on offset equipment. But it also does high-quality color catalogs, sales materials, color billing inserts and direct-mail flyers with variable data. Lightweight package stock, heavy-stock postcards, business cards and more. Plus saddle-stitched booklets up to 200 pages – even perfect-bound books up to 600 pages, with color covers printed inline or added post-fusing.
Exclusive Simitri HD+ toner – now in its third generation.

With the creation of Simitri® toner, Konica Minolta introduced the world’s first polymerized toner particles — smaller, more uniform particles that are superior for reproducing fine detail.

New 3rd-generation Simitri HD+ toner continues our revolutionary leadership in toner formulation, incorporating an ultra-thin core shell structure that lowers its fusing temperature to allow faster print process speeds with increased image stability. That’s a major benefit for production print jobs — especially ones that demand heavy paper stock.

Our new Simitri HD+ toner also achieves a smoother printed surface, creating spectacular high-impact image quality. It minimizes friction, making it the ideal color carrier for both thick and thin paper. And it utilizes biomass, an organic resource that reduces environmental impact compared to conventional toners.

Optimized 1,200 dpi print resolution — and faster data processing.

The bizhub PRESS C8000 offers 1,200 dpi print resolution, to reproduce the finest detail in both images and text. In close-up view, curved lines reveal less jaggedness — giving letters and graphics smooth, clean accuracy.

Advanced dot screen and FM screen technologies provide color images with greater realism, eliminating moiré and edge distortion. Outline processing is optimized to make color characters look thinner, and therefore, cleaner and tighter against white backgrounds and thicken the appearance of knock-out print characters against color. Some competitive systems don’t offer independent outline processing for color characters.

Color stability, from first print to 10,000th.

For print professionals, color stability over the entire press run is one of the most sought-after benefits of any color printer. The bizhub PRESS C8000 is designed to maintain a stable color image, continuously and automatically — so first and final prints stand up to the closest side-by-side scrutiny.

Konica Minolta’s innovative Screen-Enhancing Active Digital Processing (S.E.A.D. II) system utilizes both Color Density Control (CDC) and Image Density Control (IDC) sensors to correct density without slowing print speed or affecting print performance.

During continuous printing, the IDC sensor reads patches of magenta, yellow, cyan and black to adjust maximum density levels and correct half-tone density automatically. The CDC sensor corrects color gradations according to the paper stock being used, providing smooth gradations in high density and skin-tone areas and maintaining the same gradation on different types of paper. Image stability is also maintained over time and on different machines, so large-scale operations can count on consistent output.

To achieve and maintain precise 1,200 dpi resolution, the bizhub PRESS C8000 incorporates an advanced aluminum die-cast laser unit that writes information more accurately and maintains density more evenly. Its color registration adjustment system can even calculate partial zoom errors. And its rigid construction is the state of the art in reliable, consistent performance — hour after hour, day after day, month after month.
FM SCREENING: the advanced Frequency Modulation screening process creates smoother images, free of moiré and jagged-edge distortion.

COLOR DENSITY CONTROL: the CDC sensor reads printed color values to reproduce hues and skin tones more accurately.

IMAGE DENSITY CONTROL: the IDC sensor corrects halftone density automatically during continuous printing. Offering improved image stability from start to finish.

OUTLINE CHARACTER PROCESSING: Reproduces the ideal thicknesses of knock-out type on color backgrounds.

SIMITRI HD+: Unlike traditional pulverized toner (bottom), Simitri HD+ delivers high image quality characteristics and glossy appearance that rival offset printing.

PULVERIZED SIMITRI HD+
HIGH-VOLUME POWER FOR HEAVYWEIGHT COLOR OUTPUT

HANDLING THE RIGHT PAPER FOR EVERY COLOR PRINTING NEED. MAINTAINING PRECISE IMAGE POSITION THROUGH LONG PRESS RUNS. KEEPING HEAVY AND COATED STOCK RUNNING SMOOTHLY FROM FIRST SHEET TO FINAL FOLD. USING NEW AND INNOVATIVE KONICA MINOLTA TECHNOLOGY TO ACHIEVE THESE GOALS, THE BIZHUB PRESS C8000 IS A TRUE HEAVYWEIGHT – A WORKHORSE YOU CAN COUNT ON TO MEET YOUR PROFESSIONAL GOALS AND EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS.

80 ppm color output:
up to 4800 full-color pages per hour, with 500,000-impression monthly duty cycle to handle the heaviest production demands.

15-inch color LCD touch-panel display:
can be placed anywhere on the unit for on-board document preview/review, making post-RIP editing and document file management quick and simple.

3rd-Generation Simitri HD+ Toner:
for smaller, more uniform toner particles for spectacular color imaging with superior fine detail.

Productive dual fusing:
a system for offset-quality images without time-consuming and revenue-squeezing offset press labor and setup.

New hybrid de-curling:
with an advanced series of decurl rollers and humidification to condition the most challenging paper stock for smooth-running throughput.

1,200 dpi resolution:
for smooth images, with enhanced outline processing for more legible text even against color backgrounds.

Image Density Control (IDC) sensor:
for real-time density adjustments; accurate color density control with new density balance adjustment mode.

Additional productivity options:
include large-capacity stacker unit, stacker cart, post-inserter.

Auto duplexing:
with paper in weights up to 300 gsm, to produce dual-side prints and copies at blazing engine speed.

10,760-sheet maximum paper capacity:
among the highest in its class. Vacuum belt feeding mechanism for handling long press runs with less operator assistance.
Higher paper capacity in a wider range of weights and sizes.

Every print job has its own unique challenges – but they all begin with paper. So the bizhub PRESS C8000 gives you a robust monthly duty cycle of up to 500,000 impressions, to maximize output and minimize downtime.

You’ll have all the media flexibility you need, including optional PF-705 or PF-704 Paper Feed Units that raise maximum paper capacity up to 10,760 sheets. That’s among the highest capacities in its class, and a real time-saver for long press runs with less operator intervention. The PF-704 and PF-705 feature a new vacuum feeding mechanism for accurate and trouble-free feed of a wider range of paper – including coated stock, specialty paper and heavy paper for covers, posters, graphics or packaging.

The bizhub PRESS C8000 also handles a wider range of substrates, including paper weights up to 350 gsm or 130 lb. cover stock. Auto duplexing in paper weights up to 300 gsm allows you to perform economical, high-speed dual-sided printing and copying on almost any stock. And you can load paper sizes up to 13” x 19.2”, to output oversized color spreads and high-quality color proofs that preserve crop marks and borders.

Handling paper with just the right touch.

To boost your productivity, the bizhub PRESS C8000 incorporates a host of new technologies for handling substrates, improving registration accuracy and maintaining high-speed output with superior reliability.

As paper runs through your printing path, an improved registration unit automatically detects and corrects for image skew after the leading edge of the paper passes the front loop rollers. Because front and rear rollers are driven independently, paper alignment can be more accurate.

A new Hybrid Decurling function combines a series of advanced decurlers with an optional humidification system (HM-101) to provide just the right amount of moisture to the paper after printing. Uncoated stock runs more smoothly – and printed paper cools more quickly as it moves into the finishing stations.

The bizhub PRESS C8000 also has a unique dual fusing system that creates a rich, brilliant finish on heavy paper – the kind of finish you’d only expect from offset equipment. This dual fusing system provides the highest paper speed for heavy and coated stock; when your job can be printed on thinner paper, the second fusing unit is automatically bypassed to keep productivity at an industry benchmark.
FAST, EFFICIENT IN LINE FINISHING IS THE KEY TO ON-DEMAND COLOR PRINT PRODUCTIVITY. THE BIZHUB PRESS C8000 GIVES YOU ALL THE FINISHING OPTIONS YOU NEED, IN RIGHT-SIZE CONFIGURATIONS THAT HELP REDUCE COSTS BY MINIMIZING UNDERUTILIZED CAPABILITIES. YOU CAN CUSTOMIZE THE BIZHUB PRESS SOLUTION THAT’S A PERFECT FIT FOR YOUR NEEDS TODAY — AND ADD OPTIONS AS YOUR BUSINESS GROWS TOMORROW.

Production power in up to 40 modular configurations.

With open architecture design that enables finishing components to interoperate seamlessly with internal processing and command interface systems, the bizhub PRESS C8000 gives you the fast, flexible finishing capabilities you need — in modular options that help raise your output, lower your costs and increase your profitability.

A Multi-Fold Punch Unit (FD-503) provides 2-hole/3-hole punching as well as six different folding functions: center-fold, letter fold-in, letter fold-out, double parallel fold, Z-fold, and gatefold. You can also use the FD-503 for paper insertion and manual-process folding and punching of preprinted documents.

A Saddle-Stitch Unit (SD-506) lets you produce booklets up to 200 pages, with highly accurate saddle-stitching and trimming function. You’ll have a choice of two Staple Finishers: FS-521, with automatic corner stapling and 2-point stapling of up to 100 sheets and in-line proportional staple cutting to provide a clean finish, and FS-612 with 80-page binding function and center-fold as well as letter-fold functions. The FS-612 also accepts its own PK-512 Punch Kit and PI-502 Post Inserter.

The powerful Perfect Binder Unit (PB-503) creates bound books up to 600 pages with in-line finishing ease. Precision paper and cover alignment performs accurate perfect binding without the necessity of three-way trimming, avoiding extra time and expense with custom-size paper. And a sophisticated GBC Punch Unit (GP-501) provides interchangeable die sets to create all the hole-punching styles your production jobs demand.

IN-LINE FINISHING OPTIONS FOR EVERY COLOR NEED
More options to speed your print production.

The PF-704 Paper Feed Unit and PF-705 Paper Feed Unit each provide an additional 4,630-sheet capacity. And an LS-505 Large Capacity Stacker Unit handles up to 5,000 sheet output, with rollaway cart that makes it easy to move print output to offline finishing or distribution points.

In addition, you can add a Hard Disk Kit (HD-514) to your system for on-board document storage. With the bizhub PRESS C8000, you’ll have all the options — and that’s what every business needs to stay competitive.

* The IC-307 and the IC-601 are not available at time of launch. The above diagram of options is for reference only, and is not intended as an actual configuration. Please consult your Konica Minolta sales representative for a complete list of accurate configuration options.
TOTAL CONTROL OF YOUR COLOR PRINT PRODUCTION

FOR PROFITABLE PRODUCTION PRINTING, YOU NEED CONTROL. IN ADDITION TO SUPERIOR IMAGE QUALITY AND HIGH-SPEED PERFORMANCE, THE BIZHUB PRESS C8000 PROVIDES A POWERFUL RANGE OF COLOR PRINT MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES IN THREE SOPHISTICATED IMAGE CONTROL OPTIONS* — GIVING YOU THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR THE NEEDS OF YOUR PRINT SHOP, YOUR CLIENTS AND YOUR BOTTOM LINE.

It all begins with a simple touch.
The on-board color LCD touch-panel of the bizhub PRESS C8000 provides a winning combination of control plus convenience — because you don’t have to leave your printer to perform the command functions that make your work more productive.

Its large 15” area gives you plenty of room to control job queues, select finishing options, navigate simple menus — and get a large-screen look at thumbnail displays that let you preview pages before you print, make changes and see your results immediately, and fine-tune color without wasting paper on test printouts (IC-601 only). Your touch-panel display can also be mounted anywhere on the top of your bizhub PRESS C8000.

The IC-306 Fiery Image Controller.
First choice of a wide range of professional applications, EFI’s state of the art External Fiery® Image Controller is immediately available for the bizhub PRESS C8000 — and brings you the upgraded functions of Fiery System 9 as well as Fiery Driver 4.0 for both Windows and Mac environments.

Improved features of the IC-306 include Command WorkStation 5 interface with sophisticated color management tools, SeeQuence Suite combines impose, compose and preview in one procedure, variable data printing support, hot folders, job batching, and various ways to speed printing by using available paper, printing samples from a different paper tray, removing unused tab paper and more.

The IC-306 also provides 2 GB of memory, Windows 7 and Windows Vista drivers, PostScript Level 3 support, PDF scan per page and PDF scan with password.
Two more powerful color control options.

The bizhub PRESS C8000 accommodates two more print control options to give you even greater production power and control flexibility.

The Creo® IC-307 External Print Controller features advanced spot color profiling, a complete Pantone GOE library, Office Hot Folder to print documents more quickly from remote locations, Remote Site Manager status tracking, JDF connectivity, Creo job ticket software and much more.

And the new Konica Minolta IC-601 Internal Print Controller brings powerful workflow benefits within reach of more print-for-pay and commercial printing applications — including 1,200 dpi printing at full rated engine speed, high-speed RIP processing, enhanced accuracy in color reproduction, new color management functions and full compatibility with bizhub PRESS C8000 on-board job control and editing functions.

The IC-601 also supports Konica Minolta’s PageScope® software, for interactive, cost-effective control of documents and individual print devices — as well as the Printgroove Print-on-Demand Suite, combining multiple print management, workflow and job ticketing functions that give you automated control of your entire production floor.

Konica Minolta: a world leader in digital production technology.

Konica Minolta has over 37,000 worldwide employees, cutting-edge research programs in digital and optical technology, and the industry’s most complete line of document imaging solutions from desktop to print shop. Our bizhub PRESS C8000 was recognized as “Best of Show 2010” in color digital printing equipment by InfoTrends at the On Demand Conference and Exposition.

Professionals who use our equipment know they can count on Konica Minolta for value, reliability and performance — along with industry-leading service and support. And our corporate, commercial and print-for-pay customers recognize Konica Minolta’s unsurpassed digital color quality.

We’re proud of this record of achievement — and we’ve worked hard to earn our place on your production floor.

*IC-307 and IC-601 not available at time of launch. Some functions available only with Konica Minolta IC-601.
**GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type</strong></td>
<td>Console Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print / Copy Process</td>
<td>8 Beam Laser System with Quad GPC Drum Tandem Electrostatic Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development System</td>
<td>Dry Dual Component Magnetic Brush Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print Speed / Monthly Duty Cycle</td>
<td>80ppm (Color and B/W) / 500,000 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution / Gradation</td>
<td>1200 x 1200 dpi / 256, 8-bit CMYK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard / Optional Memory</td>
<td>512MB x 6 Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*16GB x 6 Optional</td>
<td>Approx: 6.5 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy Quantity</td>
<td>1-9.999 (Countdown, Interrupt Capability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnification</td>
<td>Zoom Range: 25%-400%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Size</td>
<td>Reversing Duplexing Document Feeder: up to 11&quot; x 17&quot; Maximum / 110 Sheets / Mixed Original Detection (PF-705 only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper Size / Paper Weight</td>
<td>Standard: 35.4&quot; x 37.4&quot; x 52&quot; Engine only / 900 lbs (Engine only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard / Optional Paper Supply</td>
<td>500-Sheet Universal Paper Drawers x 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Paper Capacity</td>
<td>10,760 Sheets Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Requirements (Engine)</td>
<td>208V-240V, 60Hz, 24 A/240V, Dedicated Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions (W x D x H) / Weight</td>
<td>35.4&quot; x 37.4&quot; x 52&quot; Engine only / 900 lbs (Engine only)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>